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CEVDET PAŞA AND ITS ORITICS

Ohr·istopher Ferrard

For the educated Ottoman, the Tanzimat was a period of instability and transformatian which witnessed change in almost every
aspect of life, not least of all in language, literature an-d even literary.
criticism. It is by examining in some detail the Belağat-i (O~nıye_.
a work of literary rhetoric, that we may obtain some insight into
one of the most .influential minds of the Tanzimat, that of AQ.med
Cevdet Paşa. This article will attempt to evaluate not only the Belağat-i (O~iiriiye but also examine the immediate reaction it evoked
in some of its readers. For, at the same time as some authors, such
as Reca'izade MaQ,müd Ekrem, had chosen to look to the west in
order to find inspiration for a rhetorıic of the Ottoman language,
Cevdet Paşa chose to remain conservative in his approach. Curiously
the strongest reaction to his rhetoric is not from the western-looking
reformers but from traditionalists who were not altogether h appy
with the direction that was being taken by an essentially conservative man like Cevdet Paşa1•
The

Belağat-i (O~iye

Cevdet Paşa (1822-1895), the author o! the Belligat-i "O,mıaniyeJ
was one of that smail group commonly knowı:ı. as the Men of the
Tanzimat. While Muşıafa Reşid Paşa (1800-1858), 'Ali Paşa
(1815,
1 See C. Ferrad, «Reca'izade Malımüd Ekrem's Ta.'lTm-i Ecieblyiit and its
contrlbutions to Ottoman Literary criticism: Part b, Tü rk Di!i ve Edebiyat·ı
De,·gi§iJ XXIV-XXV (İstanbul, 1986), pp. 215-233, and Part n published in
Osnıaıılı Ara~twnıalanJ VI (İstanbul, 1986) pp. 139-161.
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1871) and Fu'ad Paşa (1815-1869) all rose to the highest positions
in the government, Cevdet Paşa's role was less that of a statesman
and more a civil servant responsible for the actual task of drawing
up legislation, and consequently he failed to attain the supreme offices of state2 •
The three great statesmen of the Tanzimat all had similar
careers; having acquired experience in foreign affairs, they all
occupied at sometime the post of Minister of External Affairs, the
Grand Vizierate and, with the exception of Reşid Paşa, the presideney of the Council of Tanzimat. Cevdet Paşa, on the other hand,
occupied many imporıtant ministerial positions concerned with the
direction and implementation of the Tanzimat reforms, but for a
variety of reasons, at no time did he acquire a premier pösition fu
formulating the overall policy of the State. He was considerably
more educated than his colleagues, and being sornewhat yoiuiger
than them it was natural that his best chances· of advancement lay
in attaching himself to theiJ:ı retinue. Receiving his first official
appointment at the age of 26, he was within two years promoted
to the Meclis-i Ma'arif and shortly afterwards to the directorship of
the Darü'l-Mu'allimin. There after followed nuıri.erous directorships
and ministerıial posts, mainly in the field of education and law,
areas in which Cevdet Paşa's education in the 'İlmıye gave him an
advantage over his colleagues. This classical backgroun~l ·and his
deep grounding . in th.e traditional curriculum probably rendered
him psychologically unsuited for the highest positions in the Tanzimat governments, where an uncritical belief in reform for its own
sake was necessary rather than the conversancy with the traditional
Islamic sciences which Cevdet Paşa coÜld offer.
His ministerial duties and official commitments · were aliowed
to occupy only part of his time, and much of his energy was devoted
to drafting legislation, as well as to providing text-books for· the
educational institutions for which he was responsible. While ~is
colleagues were enthusiastically engaged in propagating wide-sweeping reforms,it was to Cevdet Paşa that they delegated the task
of actually implementing them.
2 The sources for the .biography of Cevdet Pa§a can ıbe found in A. Ölmezarticle on him in İslü:nı Ansikıoped.isi.
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In all things a moderate, he saw only too clearly that the refor-

ming zeal of his colleagues arose from a shallow appreciation of
the foundations of Ottoman cultu.re, and he feared that-their adıni
ration for things European might lead them to question many of the
established values, the preservation of which was for him the principal inducement to the reform of the state institutions. The classical
canception of the Ottoman State was that of an organic unit centered
around the person of the rıu.ler, whoseduty it was to protect, -maintain and foster Islam and all thereto pertaining. As the basis of
Islam was the Arabic Koran so, too, should Ottoman culture reflect
the dominant position of those traditional sciences whrclı found
their origins in the study of the Holy Book. European pressure for
the establishment of a secuları constitutional state, thereby reduc!-zıg
the dominant position of the Şertat~ would not only endanger the
executive power of the Caliph but bring into question many of the
cultural values which were held sacrosanct by Cevdet Paşa and most
of his countrıymen. He was not, however, a reactionary, for he realised that without institutional reform the State could not survive;
and he consequently channelled his immense energies into reconciling the classical institutions with prevailing conditions. Yet, as
earnest as was his zeal for reform, no less was he wholeheartedly
committed to the preservation of Ottoman culture as he conceived
it.
To Cevdet Paşa was delegated the task of codifying the whole
of Ottoman law, a monumental project which resulted in the publication of a twelve volumed codex entitled the M ecerle-i Af:ı.kam..tt
'Adliye~ a work whi ch was instrumental in preserving the fundamental position of the Şer'tat in the legal system3 • Cevdet Paşa's motives for introducing the Mecelle are clear, he feared lest the theory
and practice of Ottoman law be replaced by a Western model which
was seen to operate well for its own söciety. He appreciated that
unless he could provide the Empire with a comprehensive and modern legal system, forces, both within and without ' the country,
would impose a legal framework which· would be alien to the Ottoman spirit.
·3 See R. Gür, Mecelle, 2nd Ed (Istanbul, 1977), 25-28; Cev.det Paşa,
Teza'kh·, ed. Cavid Baysun (Ankara, 1960-67), vol. I, 62-63 and ·VOL IV, 95-96.
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In matters of education too, he exhibited a marked reluctance
to throw out the content of the classical curriculum. In the early
years of his public life he began to prepare text-books for the new
schools which had been established by the reforms. Theı-e being no
question of replacing the old medrese system of higher education,
the reformers contented themselves with establ:ishing a paraUel
system of schooling in which new subjects would be taught. Common
to both systems, however, was a need for instruction in grammar
and composition, the ignorance of which was so painfully apparent
in many of the employees of the govern.ment. In the medrese it
was Arabic alone that figured in the syllabus, and consequently the
new schools had to provide a similar education in the Turkish language, including the formal study of literature. Cevdet Paşa assumed
the responsibility for writing all the necessary text-books for the
study of the vernacul'a!'.

Cevdet Paşa outlined
his programme for the study of the Ottoman language. Acknowledging that it was greatly indebted to Arabic which he saw as
the principle source of Ottoman, he felt it neceSsary to discuss the
Arabic linguistic sciences as applied to the Ottoman language (pp.
3-5) ·-". The 'Ulumri E debiye, as formulated by Cevdet Paşa, are eight,
with four «branch» sciences:
In a preface to the Belligat-i

'O,rmiin:iye~

'Usül-i şemaruye: lugat, şarf, iştiJ.çaJs:, na1;ı,v,
me'aru, beyan, 'a.rui: ve l$:afiye fennleridür.
Fürii'-ı evba'a: inşa, ~arz-ı şi'r, mul),azarat
ve :Oan-, ya'ni imla, fennleri (p. 6)
The basic sciences can, therefore, be notiona:lly translated as:
lexicography, morphology, etymology, syntax, semantics, exposition,
prosody and rhyme. The four branch sciences are prose composition,
poetic composition, the art of the anecdote and calligraphyG. Within
this framework he produced a series of works which would serve
4 Refe rences to the text ·a re to the f irs t edition (Istanbul, 1298/1881).
5 In t he Beycinii. 'i-'Unvlin (Istanbul, 1273/ 1857), Cevdet Paşa. gives a
summa ry of the linguisl'ic sciences (pp. 34-35) in which he defines the four
<~branch sciences» t hus :
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as text-books for some of these literary sciences. The first was
the ~avifidA ro~,anıye> a work produced in cooperation with Fu'ad
Paşa, while residingin Bursa in 18496 • This was the first Ottoman
grammar to be w.citten in Turkish and was intended to sewe the
needs of the pupils at the newly established rüşdzye schools. Cevdet
Paşa combined witlıin this wor'k the rivm.-i na~ıv and the rizm-i şarf1 ·
having decided that the former science was too iıısubstantial to stand
on its own when applied to the Ottoman language. In 1865 a shortened version of the work, entitled the Med.f.ıaZ-i ~avil·iclJ was published in order that the students at the primarıy schools might study
it in preparation for the ~(cwarid-i <Qşrlliinıye. The work was further
simplified and published in an edition of 15,000 copies as the
~avifid-i Türkıye (1875) ' ·
«Fürü olara!). .dabi diger dört fenn vardır :
fenn-i batt ve fenn-i ~arz-ı şl'r ve fenn-i
~a ve fenn-I mu.!Jazaratdır. Zira bal_ış, eger
nul,:üş-ı ·ltitabete da'ir olursa, fenn-i tıan; ve
eger kelam-ı m~-:ünıa mabşüş olursa, fenn-i
l,:ar:Z:-ı şi'r; ve eger kelam-ı mansüra mabşilş
olursa, fenn-i inşa; veeger ınanı:üın ve
menşiirdan ·birine mabşiiş olmıyaral). -ikisine
dabi §amil olursa fenn-i mutı:ızarat tesmiye
olunur.» (pp. 36-37).
Cevdet Paşa's use of the term mıı{ıatariit in this classification is rather
idiosyncratic, and one cannot be quite sure wlıat exactly it ·is that he means.
The definition provided :b y Atımed Taşköprizade in the Miftii{ıii 's-Sa'iide (vol. I
[Hyderabad, 1899], p. 182) woul-d hardly make it appropriate to what seems
to be the general intention of Cevdet paşa in this analysis. The definit!on
ru.n s : «This is the subject from the study of which ls derived the abillty to
quote the works of atlıers in respect of the apj:>ropriateness of their general
sense and their ·particular relevance». He goes oı;ı to distinguish nıııbata?·tit and
me'iiııt specl.fiying the first as having partlcular: relevance to the topic under
discussion while mtı~ıiitarat is «the use of the words of eloquent men in the
course o! conversation, in:tı·oduced :ı.s aııecdote appropriate t~ the situation• .
6 This was first published in 1281/186<.!:. It was reprinted seventeen times,
three times un:der the title: ~avci'icH 'O.rnıi!ni. Şee Tezükir, IV, 45; Belağat-l
'Opniiniye, 3.
7 This was first published in 1292/1875, and thereafter ı·eprinted six
times. See Tezü1cir, IV, 126. Ziyü Gökalp in Tiir1).çii!ii.ğfin Esiisiarı argues that
Cevdet Paşa fatled to recognise the status of Turkish by calling his grammar
the ~avii'id-i 'O.rmiiıılye in centrast to Süleyman Pa§:ı. who preferred Şaı"f-ı
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At the end of the ~avlfid-i ro~nıye, Cevdet Paşa comm.itted
himself to compiling a work on Ottoman rhetoric, for he felt that
although his gramman provided the student with the means of giving
correct expressian to his intenüed meaning in the Ottoman language,
he would nevertheless be unable to express it eloquently without a
knowledge of rhetoric. During one of his terms as Minister of Education, he had formed a comm.ittee to organise the curricula of the
public and specia~ist schools, and he was himself later comm.issionecl
by this committee to write a work on rhetoric. However, the pressure of the work ent.ailed in fulfilling his numerous commitments
prevented him from turning his attention to this immediately. In
1879 he was reappointed Minister of Justice and opened the first
modem school of law, the curriculum of which was to include the
teaching of be"fiiğa. In 1881 the second year students of the Mekteb-i J:iu~ began their studies and Cevdet Paşa took it upon himself
personally to teach the students belağa once a week. His lecture notes
became the basis for the Belö.gat-i ro~nıye which was finished
during a vacation in Şa'ban of 1299 (June 1882). Shortly afterwards
the work was published and subsequently ran into six editions between the years 1881 and 19088 •
The syllabus of the Mekteb-i lju./~ü* included both traditional
subjects as well as new courses which were to be taught for the
first time. In the curriculum were the following subjects: FiZch.) Mecene-i Af.(kmn-i 'Aa:lıye.) Uşül-ı Fi/sh, General Survey of Law
Systems, Law and Institutions of the Ottoman Empire, Roman Law,
Coınmercial Law, Court Procedure, Criminal Law and Interrogation
iProcedure, Maritime Law, Internationa~ Law, Treaties, and finally
Political Economy. Rhetoric was taught in addition to these basic
courses, probably on the recommendation of Cevdet Paşa, who personally taught the class despite the pressure of work entailed in the
post of Minister of Justice which he filled at this period. The relevancy of rhetoric to the study of law was accepted by traditional
TiirlcT, overlooking the fact that Cevdet compiled the ~aVii'id-i Tiırkiye. Priıı
dples ot Turcism, trans R. Devereux (Leiden, 1968} , 4.

8 See Beliigat-i 'O,rmiin1ye, 4-5; Tezılkir IV, 196 ff. and 214-215; also
O. Ergin, Tiirkiye Mam·if Ta1·ihi (Istanbul, 1941), 890 ff. The title page of the
ıst edition gives the year 1298, which could possib1y refer to the financial year.
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scholars who, realising that law was transmitted through the medium
of language, taught the linguistic sciences in the medrese. Cevdet
Paşa certainly realised that the students of the Mekteb-i I:Iu)s:ii;J:c
would become the first generatian of Ottoman jurists and as such
would be required either to draft or to interpret new laws; the study
of Turkish composition would therefore complement their ·legal
studies9 •
The Belağat-ti (O~nıye is, as its title implies, the classicaı
Arabic theory of rhetoric rendered applicable to Ottoman, little more
in fact than the Tel!;f.ş in Turkish10• Its arrangement, cons~sting of a
mu_/f.addime and three chapters devoted to meanı~ beyan and bedi'~
mirrors that of its Arabic model, with little effort at the adaptation
of the theory to a different language, a different educational system
and the demands of a different so.ciety. To the introduction, Cevdet
Paşa appends a brief discussion of language, taken from the science
of logic, the chapters on me(anı and beyan~ however, remaining more
or less the same. The bedC seetion presents a selection of the numerous figııres found in the Tel!;iş~ to which is added a faşl on chronograms.
It must, however, be recognised as utterly failing in its avowed
purpose of providing a rhetorical system for Turkish, and its inadequacy can be attributed to the confused conceptions held by its
author concerning the nature and scope of the subject itself. Cevdet
Paşa seems to have regarded rhetoric as an absolute science of
9 The relationsblp :between the linguistic sciences and the study of law
is succinctly forrnulated by İbn ~aldün in his Mııl;<addi'nıe, a work with which
Cev.det Pa§a was very farniliar, ~aving trans1ated it into Ottoman: «The pillars
Of the Arabic language are fQur, lexicography, grammar, synta.x and style
(bayan), and Hterature. Knowledge of them, all is necessary for religlous
scholars, since the source of all rellgious laws .is the Qu'ran and tlıe Sunnah,
which are in Arabic:. (Trans: F. Rosenthal: Ibn Khaldün, An Inh·od.uction to
History: tlıe Mtıqaddimah, Abridged ed. [London, 1967], p. 433.
10 Cavid Baysun, in llie index to vol. IV of Tezakir', suggests that
Cevdet Pa:şa adopted the ii'Iu{Jta.,fa?· as his model. While it can -be established
that he reJ.ied on one of .the commentar-ies it ·is viı·tually impossible to ·determine
which of Teftazlini's two şerbs, the Mu/a1)1)eı or the Mu{Jta.şar, he used (p. 286,
entry «Belagat-i Osmaniyye»). The Te1!Jiş is properly known as the Telfıiş fl
'Ulı1mi 'l-Bewğa wrltten by Celaleddin Mu}Jammed b. Abdürral,ımiin, Ijatib el~azvini. The edition referred to ıs Cairo, 1932.
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universal application, much as mathematics or physics, the laws of
which governed aU languages; consequently, he could confidently
assume that those Arabic texts with which he was farnillar could
serve the demands of Tın·kish by merely moclifying a few details.
Whereas the proper approach would have been to d<:,duce law and
principle fmm his own literature, he was content to s r:ek in it only
those examples which iliusrated the foreign system.
While it is true that most literary modes in Ottoman Turkish
were borrowed, usually from either Persian or Arabic, and underwent a development which can be identified as stages of translation,
adaptation, imitatian and, finaHy, imitatian with some original features, they then developed into establislıed forıns witlıin the body of
Turkish literature. In this sense the Belağat-i ~o~nıye can be
regarded as a work that goes beyond mere servile translation but
yet cannot be acknowledged as having adapted itself to its Turkish
context. The greater pant of the work is no more than translation
and reaı·rangement of farnillar materials 'vith lip service to the
fact that it was intended as a rhetoric of the Turkish language.
Although the very title of the work declares the intention of the
author to write a rhetoric of the Turkish language, the fact that
throughout the text very few definitions apply particularly to Turkish, would suggest that the author did not feel that the Turkish
language required a distinct rhetoric of its own but could manage
well with the rhetorical system of the Arabs provided that it was
translated into Turkish and with illustr•ations in that language.
Cevdet Paşa is undoubtedly justified in regarding the rhetorical
features of beyan as of equal validity to either Turkish or Arabic,
simile, metaphor and metonomy being common to alllanguages. He
is not justified, however, in expecting a translation, albeit adapted,
of the Aı·abic text of the Tell;iş to convey much more meaning than
the original Aı·abic. Indeed, one can only suppose that the Arabic
definitions were sornewhat obscure both in their original form and
in their subsequent translation, and that their authors relied on the
illustv.ations to convey the actual force of the argument.
Cevdet Paşa adopted in extenso the classical Islamic expoSıitory
s tyle employed in the Tel}jiş: definition, el>.planation, illustration and
elucidation of the illustration. The first, step definition, is intended
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to be succinct, often to the point of unintelligibility, necessitating
the second ·step, explanation. The illust.ration was by far the most
important step, for it is the means by which the reader can recognise the feature under discussion in a concrete foi'm. The illustration
was often of two types: the first, a statement coined by the author
which contains the feature under discu.ssion in its simplest form:
as in «Zeyd is like a lion» to illustrate the simile; the second, which
in the Tel/fiş is invariably culled from poetry, gives validity to the
rhetorical featur.e by attesting to its existence in poetry - and hence
in literature. The first type of illustration should not be thought of
as in any way being an example of the feature in prose, but rather
as a non-poetical statement in which the feature is illustrated in
isolation, reduced to its barest essential. The final optional step is
the elucidation of the iJ.ıl.ust.rıation which is provided, not always
because the beyt or miş'rii' in question contains some inherent difficulty, but often because the author is at a loss to find a categorical
illustration which will exemplify the feature in question and that
only. The elucidation can therefore be thought of as an attempt
to reconcile the illustration to the definition. In fact, in this form of
presentation the classical system rever.ses the order in which the
science of rhetoric developed, for it is generally obvious that the
definition proceeds from the example rather than the reverse. Those
strlldng features of expr•ession in a literary work which would detain
the reader are inspirational in origin, and it was the attempt of the
scholastic mentality to reduce these to formal definition that gave
birth to rhetoric and consequ.ently to the ambiguities and inadequacies of most of its foundations and defintions. One could react to
the effective litera.rıy passage in ·a variety of ways which, taken
together would constitute what we today call critici'sm; it was
because the Islamic rhetorician regarded•his subject as an appendix
to grammar that he felt required to reduce these features to a
system.
Cevdet Paşa's major contdbutio~ to the understan~iing of beyan
lies in the illustrations taken from the _corpus of Ottoman poetry,
which he provides generously, for as has already been suggested it
was the il:lustrations that made the definition intelligible. The Turkish illustrations also serve to attest to the existence of the rhe-
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rheorical feature and hence to give it validity. It is to Cevdet Paşa's
credit that he departed from the narrow concept of rhetoric as a
function of poetry to the extent of providing a true illustration of a
form of teşbıh as attested in a passage of prose. He often omits illustrative b81rts~ providing only the essential examplary statement to
serve as the example. This economy of style would be entirely laudatory were it not for the suspicion that Cevdet Paşa was at a lass
for a beyt to illustrate exactly the point in question, a suspicion
reinforced by the fact that the seetion on simile- a relatively easy
rhetorical feature to understand - is abundantly illustrated whereas
the seetion on the meciiz-ı mürsel has but one beyt.
That the definiti.ons in the Belligat-i (O~nıye depart little
from the Arabic originals would suggest that Cevdet Paşa expended
no great effort in attempting to turn the language of the TelbJş~
which in itself is often difficult, into intelligible Turkish. His attitude would seem to have been that a work with which he himself
was so farnillar merely required transpositi.on into a Tdrkish syntactical framework, with the minimum change in vocabulary to
meet the needs of the students for whom the book was intended.
The difficulty of the original is not so much a matter of Arabic
syntax, but lies in the econimcal use of language which renders complex concepts even more obscure by stripping all statements down to
their barest essentials. Because Turkish syntactical structure differs
essentialy from that of ~bic in its deveopment of the idea, these
definitions in the Beliigat-i (O~nıye become often even more
obscure than their counterpart in the Tel/jiş.
The inadequacy of Çevdet's definitions and his servile reliance
on his Arabic model can be observed in the following passage, where
he attempts to explain the nature of the mecaz-ı (alfli. He begins
as usual with the definition:
Mecaz~ı 'alp.I, bir fi'li ma hüve lehine,
ya'ni, 'inde '1-mütekellim ;ı;ı~ olan
mülabesine isnad itmeyüb de ma hüve 1-ehin
gayri olan miliabesine isnad itmekdir. (p. 125)

based on the fallawing passage from the

Telbzş:
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., . ve-hüve isnadü-lıii [fi'l] ila
miliabesin le-hü gayri ma hüve le-hü
bi-'te'evvülin. (p. 45)
Cevdet Paşa fails to teli his reader that this «Turkish» definition is boıTowed not from the beyiin seetion of the Telfıiş, but from
the seetion on me(anı. As this discussion belongs properıly to the
latter than the former, the reader can be forgiven for wondering
what the terms isniid and fi'l, which are particillar to mifanı, are
doing in a discussion which has been tmn.sposed to the seetion on
beyiin. Furthermore he uses the word müliibes with neither an indication of its vowelling, nor an explanation of its meaning which
would normally be ascertained from its context, which in this case,
of course, does not exist.
·
The determined student would understand the definition to
m ean: «lntellectual Trope occurs when the ve:v.b is not attributed to
what is intrinsic to it, that is to say, when it is not attributed to
something intimately connected wih it, in the opinion of the speaker,
but rather to something which is not intimately connected with it.»
It is quite clear that this definition needs expansion, so Cevdet Paşa
proceeds to explain it:
Fi'le, fa'ili mül.abes oldıgı gibi, zaman
ve mekan ve sebebi dal.ıi mülabes olur. Ve
bunlanii fi'le millabesede fa'il ile iştirakleri
mecaz-ı 'a;ıpmiii 'al~asıd!!; fa~a~ bunda da{li
karine-i mani'e bulunmaJ{şaqdır, (p. 126)
Again he follows closely the original Arabic:
'

Ve-le-hü mülabesatu şitta, yülabisü
'1-fa'He ve mef'üle bi-hi, . ve-'maşdare
ve-'z-zamane ve-'1-mekane ve-'s-sebebe. (p. 46)
He adds a condition to the original, thus relating the discussion
for the first time to beyan. The above p~sage can be understood as
meaning: «Just as the subject of the verb is intimately connected
to it,. so too· are its time, place and cause. Their sharing together
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with the subject, a comman intimate connection with the Veı"b, is
the adjunct of the intellectual trope, with the proviso that there alsa
exists therein restrictive adjunct.» This st atement does little to clarify the definition, indeed it adds to the exising confusion by introducing additional factors which themselves need explanation.
The third step, the illustration, makes the above statements
much clearer, by offerıing for the first time a statement which may
be understood in its absolute form, without requiring the reader to
refer to cantext in order for it to convey a meaning. The concrete
image prıesented in the fallawing illustration is the pivotal point of
the whole discussion :
Meıiela,

bir mütedeyyin kimse «mevsim-i bahar
inbat eyledi» didükde, mecaz-ı 'a~II
olur, zira anuii 'indinde otları inbat iden
Bari Te'iila Ijairetleridir, f~at vaJP;ı bahar
olmagla şanki otları ol mevsim inbat idiyor
gibi taJJıayyill iderek «inbat» fi'.lini zamanma
isnad eyler. Emma bu sözi bir Dehri söylemiş
olsa mecaz olmayub J;ı.~at olur. (p. 121)
otları

Even in the example he follows closely the Arabic :
Şümme

'1-isnadü min-hü J;ı,aJ.<Ilcatün '~Iyetün
'1-mü'mini: «enbeta 'llahü
'l-baJ4e» ve-].<avli '1-cahili: «Enbete 'r-rehi'u
'1-baJP.e» ve-min-hü mecazün 'aJ.<liyiln . ..
ve-~avlu-na bi-'t-te'evvüli yul:ıricü ma merre
min ~avli '1-ciihili. (pp. 44-45)
ke-~avli

Cevdet Paşa's simple illustration entirely elucidates the preceding
definition and explanation. In fact, his argument, as presented at
this stage, could well stand on its own, little expansion being neces-:
sary to make this statement c.ompletely explanatory and the previous statements redundant.
Cevdet, having defined mecaz-ı 'a~li, at least to his own satisfaction, now proceeds to exhaust aU the possibilities which this
trope encompasses :
1
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Meçaz-ı

'al.dinüfi. ya iki tarafı, ,Q_~at, veya
ikisi de mecaz-ılugavi; ya-hod biri. i_ı.~at,
digeri mecaz-ı lugavi olw. [1] Nitekim ·
mişal-i m~kürda iki tarafı dabi J:ı.~atdir.
[2] Ve «nev-civanlığı yeri ~ya eyledi>>.
didigimizde iki tarafı dabi mecaz olur, çünki
nev-civanlıJ.c insanıii JJ:araret-i ğariziyesi
ziyade ve J.cavi olm8fdan 'ibaret oldıgı J:ı,alde,
burada mecazen: «Js:uvve-i niiıniyenüfi izdiyadı»
ma'nasında müsta'meldir. I:I~aten: «iJ:ıya»
da.bi «J.:ı,ayat vermek» ma'nasına olub, P.,i ss
-ü-).ı_aveket-i iradiyeyi m~a.Za, ve beden-ü
-rü;l;ı,a m~tac olur, lakin burada mecazen
«J.ruvve-i namiyeyi bi-'t-tehyic enva'-ı
nebatat ile yere ~üsn-ü-revn~ vermek»
ma'nasında müsta'meldir. [3] Ve «mevsim-i
bahar yere i).ıya itdh didigimizde müsnedün
ileyh tarafı, P.,~at, müsned tarafı mecaz olU!'.
[4] Ve «zamanıii nev-civanlığı otları inbat
eyledi» didigimizde müsnedün ileyh mecaz, müsned
~~at olur. (pp. 126-127)
The above passage is based on:
Ve-~amü-hü

erba'atün: Li-enne tarafey-hi
( 1 ] imma l;ıa~atani nal;ıve: «enbete 'r-rebi'ü
'1-ba;ıpe ev mecazani nal;ıve» al).ye '1-a.ti şibabü
'z-zamani; ev mul).telifani nal;ıve [3] «enbete
'1-b~e şibabü 'z-zaman, ve [ 4] al;ıye 'l'-atia
'r-rebrü. (pp. 48-49)
·,
The bare statement of the Telbiş is considered to be insufficient and
Cevdet Paşa here has recourse to the Mutavvezn to elucidate the
figurative nature of «şibiillü ~z-zamiiM> and ·«a!J:.ye ~ı-arz» :
ll Properly known as the J1u{a1J1Jeı 'ale 't-TellJ71 by Sa'deddin Mes'üd
b. •ömer et-Teftiizani. The edltlon used ·is Istanbul, 1271/1854.
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Fe-inne '1-mur.ade . bi-i.J:ı.ya'i '1-arZ.i,
tehyicü 'l-}5uve 'n-namiyeti fi-ha ve-i);ıda§Ü
nazareti-ha bi-enva'i 'n-nebati; ve iyJ;ıya'u .
fi '1-J;ı.,a.lPı.ati ı'Wu '1-:J:ıayati ve hiye
sıfatün
taktaZi
'I-hisse
ve-'l•harekete
.
·.·
.
....
'1-iradiyete ve teftekirü ile 'I-bedeni
ve- 'r-rüJ:ıi ve ke.:?;e '1-muradu bi-şibabi
'z-zamaniJ izdiyadü J..cuva-he 'n-namiyeti· ve
hüve fi 'lLJ;ıa~at·i 'ibaretün 'an kevni
'1-:J:ı:ayvani fi zamaninJ tekünü J;ıarareti-hü
'1-gariziyetü . meşbübetenJ ey I.caviyeten
muşta'aleten. (p. 62)
The Arabic of the Telb'fş is both precise and clear; it rı.otices that
there are foun possible permutations of tl). e . s tatement consisting of
a subject and predicate, here classified as mecaz-ı ca.~u. The context
of t he Telbzş - the chapter is entitled «A!J.vlilu Jl-i.snadi Jl-baberzyi»
and definitons are provided for all the terms- indicates· that the
taraflin are the müsned (predicate) and the müsned ileyh .(subject),
but Cevdet Paşa, on the other hand; ·does not· ideritify these taraflin
until the and of the paragraph. As he has transposed his discussion
fr om the mifanı seetion of the Telbiş to the beylin section, any reference to tarafan witl suggest in the mind of the reader th.e mU§ebbeh
and the mU§ebbehün bilı, ortheir corresponding elementsin isWi.ire
or kinö:ye. The gratuitous expansion of the second permutation of
the trope, where Cevdet Paşa has recourse to the Mutavvel, no matter
how useful it may be in itself ,is nevertheless incons~stent with his
terse economic style, and therefore confus~g.
.
. .
Having completed the classification ·of the mecqz-ı ca.fslı according to whether its two elements are figurative or r eal, Cevdet Paşa
introduced thr ee examples to illustrate three further• points, · the
exact nature of which will probably elude the reader: .
[1]

Ke-?;alik, «Ser-dar-i ekrem düŞmeni münhezim
etdi» didigimizde tarafeyni P...aJ.<il.<at otdıgı
J:ıalde, mecaz-ı 'al.<ll olur, çünki l.ı.~at-i
J;ı,alde düşmeni münhezim iden, sel'-danfi.

ı l' ..

\ ...-
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'askeridir, kendüsi .amir-ü-mudebbirdir.
Fa.k.at bu fi'lde dabl-i 'a.ıimi oldıgmdan ol
fi '1, sebebine isriad ~aöılinden olarak ana
isnad olur.
[2 1

~ı:MaJ:ı.abbetifiiz

beni buraya ~adar getürdi» ve
«Milla:Js:atiii.iz bana meserret verdi» cümleleri
dabi bu kabUdendir.

[3]

«Fıılan adam 'ayn-i 'adaletdir» ya-.bod <<Adalet-i
mucessemedir» ve ya-bod «'adalet odur» cümleleri
da}Ji ke-~ik mecaz-ı·~ ~abilindendir, çünki
'adalet, ol adaı:nıii işledigi işlere mal;ıpı.ül-u
-müsned olur, ~atma J;ıaml-ü-isnad olunamaz;
fa.k.at çok 'adalet eyledigi cihetle, gbya 'adalet
tecessüm etmiş gibi, tal;ıayyül olunarak afia isnad
olunur.

Egerçi bu mişllü terkibierde muzaf maJ:ı?;üfdır,
ya'lii «ehl-i. 'adalet» ya «şaJ.ı.ib-i 'adalet».
deyü te'vil olunma]s: dabi kabil ise de, bu
ta.k.d.Irce ma1lub olan ~ubalaga fevt olub, 'adi
söz l).,ü kmine girer: (pp. 127-128)
The first example is based on an illustration from the Telbiş:
«Hezeme ·"t.-emirü ~l-cünde» (p. 50), which also illustrates mecaz-ı
~a,'fs.li. The point made is that the «Commander» is made the subject
~f the sentence rather than «his ~Y» by attribution of the act of
«destroying» to him rather than his army, .which in logic is the true
subject of the action. This is done because the concept of «commanding», on the basis of a causal relationship, is bound closely to the
idea of «destroying».
Telbiş : «Mal;ıf:ıbbetü:ke
rü/yetü-ke» (p. 51). Iıi classifying

The second example comes from the
Cii'et bi iley-ke» (p. 50);

«Serret-rıı

them as of same type as above [ ... cümleleri dabi bu kabildendir] ,
Cevdet Paşa does not specify either «meca.Z-ı 'aJ5:li» or «... sebebine
isnad .t<abili ... » as ·the referent.
·
Cevdet expands the argument presented in the previous paragraph, providing an appendix to the seetion on MeeiiZ-'t · ~a,Js.,li:
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Ber veeh-i bala muiiif .l;ı.~ olınub da, muZafiin
ileyh anıii matcamına ~ame olundugu ~alde «mecaz-ı
.l;ı.aZfi» denilir. Yerine göre bu dabi bir !ar~-i
meslükdur, f~at mütekellimiii garZına 'a'id bil'
meslekdir.
Nitekim bir şeyi öğrenmek içün «ehl-i ~aryeden
sor» denilecek yerde «~aryeden sor» denilse,
mecaz-ıl}aZfi olur. Emma bir kimse barab, ve
ehiilisi na-yab olan bir ~acyeniii önünden geçen
iken nuşlJ:-u-~~ yolunda refilcine, ya-bod
'ibret-ü-~~ yolunda kendü kendüye: ~şu
;I.<aryeye sor ki ehalisi ne otdu» dese mecaz-ı
l}~yyey J.ı;aml olunamaz.
Ke~alik ber veeh-i bala «fulan adam «adaletdür»
denUse mubalaga J;ı.uşü.li içün, mecaz-ı 'a15:Uye
..l;ıaml olunma~ munasib olmaz. (p. 128)

This is based on the following passage from the

Telbzş :

Ve-~d yupa.Js;u '1-mecazü 'ala kelimetin.
tagayyere l,ıükmü i'rabi-ha bi-l,ı,~i l8.4ın
... ke-~avli-hi Te'ala: ve-ca'e rebbe-ke
ve-'s'eli '1-l,caryete.. . ,e y emrü rebbi-ke,
ve ehlü '1-~aryeti . . . (p. 336) 12

The Beliiğat-i (O~nıye remains in many ways a very unsatisfactory work. Retaining the format of a rhetorical system which
ha1i already proven itself inadequate to the needs of society, it was
a defiant rebutta1 of the arguments for change advanced by the modernists under the influence of W estern literary standards. Although
completely inadequate as a Turkish rhetoric, it did, however, have
the positive merit of providing an exposition of classical Islamic
rhetorical theory. Despite its numerous obscurities, it at least rendered the Arabic examples into Turkish, or even produced original Turkish examples, with the aid of which even the least proficient of
12 Compare Cevdet Paşa's treatment wril:'h the commentary on this passage in the Mutavveı (p. 405).
1

1
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Arabic scholars could have access to Islamic rhetoric through the
medium of Turkish. It need hardly be pointed out, however, that such
attainment was hardly what was required by students of modern law
in the changing society of Iate Nineteenth Century Turkey.
The quality of the scholarship is uneven : on the one hand, it
manifests flashes of genius such as Cevdet P.aşa's rendition of la
iliile illa 7/iih into Turkish as «yo~dur tapacak çalabdır anca1~» (pp.
8-9), while on the other hand it is ·marred by basic errors whEm, for
instance, he att ributes examples to the wrong poets13 However, its
chief fault lies in his failure to significantly improve and build upon
the contributions of two of his predecessors, Al;ımed I:Iamdi's Belağat-i Lisa'nr't roşmanı and Mibalici Muştafa Efendi's Zübdetü J].-Be-.
yan1A. The Beliiğat-i ro~anıye m.irrors to a large degree the treatment in the Belligat-i Lisan-ı ro~nt) a work published at the behest
of Cevdet Paşa. That, however , is not to accuse him of plagiarism,
for both works follow the argunıent of the Telbiş so closely that
most similarities may be attributed to their comman source. Nevertheless certain coiı:).cidences cannot be ascribed to this, as for example,
the fact that both works illustrate ğa?'iibet with the Turkish word
«çalab»15• It is Cevdet Paşa, however, who is credited with the autOne instance of this is Uayiili's ·mıtrii' : «0 mabiler ki derya içredUr
bilmezler» wrongly attributed to FuZüU (p. 41).
14 For descrlptions of these works see C. Ferrard, «The Development
of an Ottoman Rhetoric: Part b, Osman!ı Ara.ştırına1arı-, m (1982), 181-186.
15 The text of the Beliigat-i Lisiin-ı. 'O,rmanı reads thus :
13

deryayı

«Gariibet istimali ğayrı me'nüs ve va1)§1 olan

eski Türkçede Allah - te'alii.çalab... denilir diye tekkellüm ve
J:cullanılm~ mal)v-ı feşa.J;ıe.t-dir.» (p. 6)

elföıdır. Me~elii.
ı,azretler.ine

inşiida

The text of the

Beliiğat-i 'Osııttiııiye

:

«Garii.bet. Kellmenifi vai)§I olması, ya.'ni me'nüsü
'l~isti'mal ve :ı:ii.hirü '1-ma'nii. olmamasıdır .. .
Lii ilöhe illa 'lltih 'ibare-i §erifesiniii aşl
Türkçesi Yo~dtır tapacak çalalldır an,cak 'ibaresidir.
Ve Türkçe çalab laf~-ı celaleniö terceme.sidir,
lültin şimdi lis5.nıınız-da müsta'mel -degildir.))
(pp. 8-9).

-· ~
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horship of the first Ottoman owrk of rhetoric10 • While there is nö
doubt that the Beliigat-i ~o~nıye -is an improvement over the
Belagat-i Lisan-1- ~o~anı~ its superiority to the Zübdetü'l-Beyan can·
not be argued so strongly. In method and approach as traditional as
the rhetorics of Cevdet Paşa and Al}med I:Iamd.I, this latter work
does however restrict itself to beyan and con.Sequently offerş a
treatment which is defensible. This second seçtion of the triparti.te
formulation of Islamic rhetoric, containing an analysis of figur:es of
speech relevance to all ·languages, stands well on its own, and to
treat it as merely the second of the three Islamic sciences of rhetoric can only be a retrograde step on the road to a Turkish rhetoric.
However the quality of the Beliiğat-i ~o~nzye is only a secondary consideration in the evaluation of its impact on the succeeding
generatian of studimts. Whatever the defects inherent in the works,
it cannot be denied that this book became extremely popular, and
the favourable reception that it received must in part be attributed
to the eminence of its author. Cevdet Paşa's aim was to supply the
uniform system of education, which it was hoped to bring into the
Empire, with a text-book which would find the same universal acceptance as had the standard Arabic works of the medrese, which were
now losing both relevance and usefulness. Just as the new centralist
government of the Tanzimat required a uniform code of ·Ottoman
law, so, too, was it ·desirable to· have a uniform course ·in r,hetoric.
In the same way as Cevdet Paşa's M eceUe was to relegate the books
of fifr.}ı and codes of /fpnüns to the libraries and archives, the Tel/)lş
was made redundant by his Belligat-i ~o~.anzye. Such an innovation,
however, did not pa.Ss without comment~

'I'he simiİarity in the wording of the definition may be attdbuted to the common source, the Mtttavveı :
Ve-'1-ğarabetii.
ğayre ıiibireti

: Kevnu '1-kellmeti val)şiyeteıı,
'1-ma'na ve-Iii me'nOsete

'1-isti'miili. (p. 18)

16

See footnote on page 13 of the

Ta'linı-i

Edebiyat of Ekrem Bey.
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The Criticism And Defence Of The Belligat-i ·
O~niye

The Belö.ğat-i co~ı:ye became the subject of a heated debate
among some prorninent men of letters and some students at the
Mekteb-i lfu/f.ii!5. In 1299 (23 November, 1881/11 November, 1882),
the year following its publication, no less than eight works were
written in criticism or defence of this school tex:t-book. The contro ~
versy confined itself to the preface (pp. 2-6) and the mu,lcadrlime (pp.
7-40) of the Belöğat-i ~o~ı:ye~ the former seetion consisting of a
statement on the utility and origins of rhetoric, the latter being a
discourse on the concepts of belağat and feşiiJ.ıat after the model of the
Tell;is, for which Turkish illustrations are provided. An e~say ·on
logic and epistomology follows this discourse (pp. 28-40).
The debate was opened by' 'AbdürraJ;ıman ~üreyya (d. 1322/
1904), a correspondent for the Ceride-i 'Askeriye. Born and educated in Baghdad, he moved to Istanbul where he completed his schooling and found employınent as a journalist (1871), and later as a
teaeber at the Diirü ~l-Fünün and the DliTÜ ~-Mu'animın. He wrote
several works in Arabic and a few in Turkish, among which the
most notable are two contributions to the study of-the Turkish language: the Mzziinü ~Beliiğa (1303/1885), which consists of a copmlete graınmer of Turkish in the classical ınold and the Sefzne-i Beliigat (1305/1887), a coınmentary on the Mzzlin. As he is credited with
a coınmand of French and Kurilish, as well as the elsine-i şelö.şe~ we
may presuıne that his motherı language was Kurdish, while the fact
that he received his early education in Baghdad would suggest that
his first literary language was Arabic ,rather than Ottoman71• In
the course of the literary debate, he was often the victim of gibes
at his weak comınand of Turkish from wliich he attempted to defend
himself, declarıing that although he was not Turkish, his «natiorıa
Zite» was Ottoman, in which fact he took great pride18• These attacks
on his linguistic ability in Turkish are ~quite groundless, for it is
clear that 'Abd\]lTa.l;ıman passessed a very fine prose style in Otto17
339-40.
18

Me~med
Ta~ıliZ-i

Tiihir,

Qan, 41.

'Oş-nuinh

Mii'eıli/leri

(Istanbul, 1334-43/1915-24), ll,
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man. Although this literary debate afforded him no opportunity
to demonstrate this ability, he was able to devote some pages of his
Mızanü ~ı-Belağa to a generaL discourse on the development of rhetoric, which serves as a persuasive demonstration of his complete
mastery of the language19•
The debate was opened by 'Abdürral;unan's Ta'!l~t-i Belağat-i
in which he offers a critique of the Beliiğat-i {Oşmanıye
in the guise and format of a traditional commentary. The work found
its defenders in El--a:acc İbrahim, a member of the board of directors
of evisaf and author of the Temyzz-i Ta7f.~~ and in an anonymous
work entitled the lfatl-i Taqzfsat~ the authomhip of which was attributed to a student at the Mekteb-i lfufsüfs.. In fact, the student in
question was 'All Sedad Bey, Cevdet Paşa's son, who discarded the
veil of secrecy in his later contributions to this debate, and openly
claimed the work as his own.
{Omıanıye~

These two works were in turn criticised by the author of the
Tal~/siif;, in a work entitled the Ta{ılıl-i l:f.aTl~ to which 'Ali Sedad replied in the Redil-i Ta:J:ı:Ul~ wııitten in collaboration with two classmates, Mehnied Fa'i15; Ef. and Malımüd Es'ad Ef. 'Ali Sedad also
wrote the İkmiil-i T~~yız in order t~ supplement the Temyız-i Taqı
!siit~ whi!e M~üd Es'ad wrote a complementary work, the ltmam-ı
Temyız. The last of these eight contributions to this controversy
was the Ndi;ire-i Taqllsiit~ attributed to 'Abdürra:l;ıman Şüreyya. The
development of this literary polemic may best be summed up in
the following diagram20 :
19 Mizlinü 'l-Beliiga, 2-3.
20 The chronolog.ical sequence, t()gether with the day of publication when
known, in which these works appeared is as given ·b elow:
Belligat-i 'Osmaniye, Cevdet Paşa, 1881.
Belüga.t-i 'Osmiiniye, 'Abdüüral;ıman Şüreyya ( Pub. between Nov.
23, 1881, and Jan. 26, 1882).
l:lall-i Ta7iMt, Anon. ['Ali Sedad], 27 January, 1882.
Temyiz-i Ta'li/siit, El-I:Iacc İbrahim, 1882.
Ta{ılil-i l:lall, 'Abdürral)man Şüreyya, 1882.
Redd-i Ta{ılll, 'Ali Sedad, Mal).müd Es'ad, Mehmed Fa'il>, 12 March, 1882.
İtmiiın-ı Temyiz, Mal)müd Es'ad, 30 March, 1882.
İTomal-i Temyiz, 'Ali Sedad, 4 April, 1882.
Nazire-i To/li/fat, Anon. [AbdürraQ.man Şüreyya], 1882.
Ta'Uf$iit-ı
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'Oıımiiiüye

Belagat-i

ı

Ta'lik.at-ı

Belagat-i 'O§maniye

ı
I;Iall-i

Ta'~at

1

Temyiz-i

Ta,l;ı.lil-i

ı

Ta'~at

ı

I:!all

ı

Redd-i I:Iall
ttmam-ı

Temyiz
İkmiil-i

Temyiz

NaZire-i Ta'lik.at21
This controversy is remarkable in a number of aspects, not least
of which is the fact that all the wor-ks were published in 1299, the
· year following the publication of the Belligat-i ~ormanıye, and of
these at least six appeared within the space of te:p. weeks. Although
the debate was conducted in an ~tmosphere of bitter hostility and
mutual vituperation, it was couched in the format familiar to all
Islamic scholars, textual exegesis through the medi~ of commentary and super-commentary. Probably ı:p.ost remarkable of all is
the fact that a work on rhetoric, such
the Beliigat--i ~o~n'iye,
should arouse such intense passions and give rise to such protracted
hostility.
In the preface to the Beliigat-i ~omıan1ye, Cevdet Paşa states his
reasons fon writing a rhetoric of Turkish: civiiised societies ('fava'if-i
mütemeddine), he theorises, have consolidated the rules governing

as

21 The exact date of publication is not known, but it must have
between 12 March and ll Nov., 1882.
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their own language into a particular science, the Arabs showing the
greatest zeal in this respect. Arabic, the language· of the Koran,
became the object of intensive study, which was regarded as a religious duty by Arabic scholars, and was consequently preserved from
decay (pp. 2-6). Cevdet Paşa does no more than summarise what
was universally accepted among his peers, ideas whiclı neither presented occasion for controversy nor required elucidation or comment.
The introduction ( muk.addime) likewise is conservative in i ts approach: following closely the model established by the Telbiş) he discusses two concepts fundamental to rhetoric, belağa and faşiif.ıa)
enumerating the faults incidental to the latter. He provides examples ·ın Turkish to illustrate each of these faults. To this is added a
'lö.J:ı.ıfr.a.) in which he deals with speech (kelii:m) as a philosophical
concept, and examines some of the rules of logic in referıence to it22 •
The Ta(lik.iit begins its critique of the Beliiğat-i (O~ıye by
analysing every element of Cevdet Paşa's first sentence:
«Tava'if-i mütemeddine kendi lisan.Iarınıii
.J,cav:a'iilini cem' ile bir fenn-i ma.W-;uş olarak
tedvin idegelmiştir.» (Belağat-i (Oş:manıye) p. 7)
«'fava'if», we are informed, is ·the p1ural of « ıa'ife», signifying a
portion orı part of a thing, in its öriginal meaning, a people accustomed to travel, thence signifying a grouping. To this statement he
this statement he appends a footnote in which he suggests that had
the words «milel» or «$am» been employed in place of «tava'if»
then the adjective «mütemeddine» would have been more appropriate. «Mütemeddine» belongs to the tefa(ul group of derived verb
forms, its function being that of a~ active perticiple, the primary
maşdar being «müdun». Although this would mean «settle ina place
and make it one's residence», it is no langer used in its basic. forin.
The word «rnedine» signifying a large town is derived from this 'triliteral root, and although lexically it signifies what per.tains to a
town, «mütemeddin», used figuratively, .implies the qualities of one
who inhabits a centre of polite usages (terbiye merkezi) and «medeniyet» has now acquired the connotation of correct upbringing. The
22 The
1

mıı~addime

beg:ins on p. 7, the

lii~ıı~a

on p. 28.
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izafet construction between «tava'if» and «mütemeddine» is adjectival, the adjective being singular, the qualified noun, plural; this
appa.rent incongruity being reconcilable as the adjective is both singular and feminine:
«'Lisan'», we are further informed, «is a piece of flesh which
serves as the instnınıent of speech in human beings; the Persian
equiv_a lent being 'zeban' and the Turkish 'dil'. Its ph~ral forms are
'el.Sine', 'elsün' and 'lüsn', and 'lisan', signifying an instrument [of
speech], is feminine, and us ed figuratively (mecaz-ı mürsel), it means argument or speech; according to the lexicon, the phrase 'That
man speaks With the tongue of truth' means 'He is speaking [using]
the arguments and speech of trutth'. Here '!isan' is usedin its lexicai.
signification.
·
«'I}:ava'id' is the plural of '.tca'ide' [rule], which signifies those
statements which comprise the generality of i ts constituent parts;
e.g. the statement 'Fa'il mer.fü.'dur' is a rule esta.blished by grammarians, in which the fifil comprises ;ili its parts and individual instances.»
·
'Abdürr~an proceeds to parse «fenn» and «tedvin», so that
by the middlle of page seven of the Tarıtfsöt~ the reader knows a
good deal of the morphology of the·opening sentence of the Belligat-i
<Q~anıye. On page eight he takes issue with Cevdet ·Paşa over the
use of the phrase «'ulema-yı 'Arabiye»; 'AbdürTaJ),man prefers «'ulema-yı 'Arab» and cites as his authorities Ebü 'All Farisi (d. 987),
'Abd~ahir el-Cürcan.I (d. 1078) and Ebü 'Ali Şelevbüü for Şelü
bini; d. 1247], three grammarians of which the latter is most notable
for his meagre literary output, consisting o~ no more than two commentaries23. Cevdet's definition of the <ilm~ şarf as ·«?;at-ı kelimeniii a.J.ı.valinden baJ;ı~ bir fenn» iş condemnad as imprecise, on the
grounds· that the science of etymology, too, may be thus defined.
Failing to recognise that Cevdet's exposition is summa.cy and not
intended as a definitive description of the .literary sciences, whiclı
h~d already been provided in the Beyanü >l:!Unvan> the Ta'li/siit attempts to correct the inadequacy of most of the definitions given

23 For ŞelevbTnT, see Brocıuemanıı, Geschichte Der
(Le1den, 1943-49), G. I, 308; G. n, 379.
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in this section. The description of rhetoric as a «SCience» acts as a
stimulus to 'AbdürraQ..ı:nan, who reacting predictably suggests that
«~ilm» would be an improvement on «fenn», and then goes on to a
gratuitous summary of the epistomological arguments of three philosophical schools, the first represented by Er-Razi (d. 935), the
second by El-Gazili (d. 1111) and El-CüveynY (d. 1085) and the third
being subdivided into seven separate views, each of which is attributed to one or other of the ancient scholars. He further dissects
each of the definitions in Cevdet's argument, with scarcely a trace
of evidence to suggest that he actually understood it, or was even
aware of its existence. Ignoring page six of the Belligat-i 'O~ıye,
in which Cevdet presents a classification of the literary scierices,
'Abdürr~an alights on the word «miUcaddime>
> and wrestles with
its various meanings for two and a half pages. This di.scussion, in
its total irrelevancy to the text, must surely mark one of the low
points in Tanzimat literarıy criticism.
Addressing himseli to the contents of the mu]f.addime, 'Abdüronce again dismantles the definitions provided, examines
each constituent word in minute detail, and then discards it in
favour of another. Cevdet Paşa defines tenlifür-i }J.ur.üf thus: ·
ra.J;ıman

«Kelimenin lisan üzere şiJ.detini ve telaffu.ıunufi
'usretini Icab eden bir keyfiyetdirı ki )J.iss-ü
-~evk.: ile bil:inir. Mürtefi' ma'nasında müsteşzir
ve istatistiJ.c kelimeleri ve işsiz ve güçsüz
laf?lan gibi» (p. 8)
Although this description is far from adequate, it is sufficient to
allow the reader to identify the linguistic phenomenon through his
instinctive reaction to euphony and harmony. This linguistic fault
could well have been explained according to the canons of Arabic
plıonetics: two consecutive consonants sharing the same point of
articulation but differing in voice and aifrication will require an
intervening vowel to facilitate pronunciation. However such analysis
would be redundant where most readers, we may presume, were
aware of this phenomenon, and instinctively avoided it without necessarily being able to explain it in phonetic terms. Cevdet's choice
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of «işsiz» ~d «güçsüz» as Turkish examples of tenlifür-i ~ıurüf are
not as persuasive as the Arabic example taken from the Telbiş2 ·1 •
'Abdürra.J;vnan howeverı, resists the temptation to pursue these
lines of criticism, preferring instead to dwell on those elements which
are irrelevant to Cevdet Paşa's presentation. He devotes three-quarters of a page to pointing out that «müsteşzir» does not mean «mürtefi'», and devotes several lines to arguing that «istatisti~» (Fr.
statistique) should be correctly spelt «statistif.»; while he concedes
that its orthography has not yet been established in some 1angugages (among which we presume he includes Ottoman); he uses
this fact as an argument for including it in the seetion dealing
with gariibet rather than teniifür. It is curious that he should wish
to dwell on ·this illustration as he seems to be in ignorance of its
meaning, equation it with «mizaniye» (budgeting or balaneing of
accounts) . Although 'AbdürraJ;ı.man may have felt uneasy about the
inclusion of «işsiz» and «güçsüz» within the category of teniifür, he
does not object to them, but rather seems to accept them implicitly
when he offers the phrase «18-tsız tuzsuz şana'i'» from the text of the
Beliigat-i ~o~niye asa more convincing illustration of this fault2 G.
·This attack on Cevdet's style falls short of its mark in three aspects:
firstly, while Cevdet objects to a combination of a çim or a §In with
a sin, he may well have considered them quite compatible with tiij
or ztf j secondly as «şana'i» is faş~IJ., in itself, one may pr~sume that
'Abdürra.l;unan disapproved of the construction «tuzsuz şana'i», in
which case what is being illustrated is not teniifür-i !J.ur.üf, but rather
tenlifür-i kelimat j finally, the implication that Cevdet Paşa's own
style lacks feşiif:ıat does not in any V/ay invalidate his argument.
'AbdürraQıpıan's unbridled zeal in easting doubt on the quality
of the scholarship in the Beliiğat-i 'O~nıye allows him unwittingly
to eriticise Cevdet's interpretation of his own poetic composition.
The M erıii?,ırü -7,../nşii illustrates ta~k.id with the following bey't!6 : •

24

Telbiş,

25

Belligat-i 'Osmaniye, 26.

p. 24.

26 For an analysls of the Menii~ırii!l-ln§ii, see C. Ferrard, «The Development
of an Ottoman Rhetoric up to 1882: Part Il» Osmanh Araştırmalarl, IV, 19-21.
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Men ne-mı..,a.yem ez an der küy-ı tü
Ta tüvanem did da'im rüy-ı tü
which Cevdet translates into Turkish as:
Dergelı-i

lu1füiie gelmem zira
Seni her dem göre-bilmek dilerem (p. 20)

ı

1

1

Cevdet, following the Men-a?,/:rü 'l-İnfii1 interprets this beyt as meaning: «to come to the convent of the beloved presumes absence from
him. The [writer's] wish is that he nı;ay returu f~m exile and always
be there [in the pres~nce of his beloved]. In other words, I will not
leave your convent, because I wish to see you always» (p. 15).
This ex:planation is too far-fetched for 'Abdürra.lıman, who,
seemingiy unaware that this illustrative beyt was a translation of a
Persian. original, attributes i ts composition to a dervish, no doubt
suggested to him by the word «dergeh», which is employed by Cev·
det in a purely figurative sense. .
The commentary offers several more observations and criticisms
and, leaving off at page eighteen of the Belağat-i (O~nıye1 recommences at page twenty-eight with renewed vigour, 'Abdürra]pnan
devates more than nine pages to a critique of the first two pages of
the la}JıJ.ca (pp. 28-29) . The Ta7iJ.cö.t does not offer a consistent treatment of the text, rather it alights only on those passages which offer
scope for criticism. Not all of it is groundless however; on several
occasions 'Abdürral;ıpıan identifies faults in the Belağat-4 (O~nıye.
Cevdet Piı.şa's felicitous rendition of the Arabic formula, «Lö. ilaJıe ina. rzliih», as «Yo~dur 1apaca~ Çalabdır ane~» is critici.Sed by
'Abdürrl;unan, who felt that the translation made for bad Tuikish
and offers the pedantic alternative: «Çalabdan ba~a tapac* yoJ.cdur». While our commentatar is hypercritical of C~vdet's definition
of mul)alefet-4 /pyiis on several grounds, all of which are tenuous, he
does however make one sound observation, but in a footnote, almost
as an afterthought: the definition, d~ıyasa muhalefet: keliİnenifi,
,Is:ava'id-i 'Oşmaniyeye ve ehl··İ lisaruii isti'maline mubalif olmasıdır»,
he points out, is tautologicaP•.
27 Ta'lif$iit, 24-25. Cevdet's version, «Yo~dur ıapaca~ Çalabdır ancap,
is couched in the form generally associated with Turkish proverbs, e.g. «Taiirıdan
~or~an Jı.·uldan ~orlpnaz» or «Taş atar uğur arar».
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The Tar'lll~iit can best be characterised as a vehicle for a personal
attack on Cevdet Paşa, rather than a constructi.ve review of his
work. 'Abürra:tıpıan Şüreyya does not seem to repr:ıesent an ideological
viewpoint; the bases of his criticism and the form in which they are
couched suggest that the author is venting his personal dislike of
Cevdet Paşa rather than reviewing the Belö.gat-i <Q~niye in a constructive way. The commentatorı's contempt for the Paşa is evident
in many passages, and it is obvious even to the most casual reader
that the aim of his commentary is to discredit Cevdet's scholarship.
However, certain passages, such as the three-page gloss on the word
«m1J$.a ddime», donotoffer any criticism of Cevdet's treatment, being
an extrapolation of the text, totally irırelevant, but in no sense hostile,to it. These passages may well have been included in order that
the Ta(l~ö.t could be presented as a commentary rather than a critique, so that the true purpose of the composition could be disguised,
a direct attack on an eminent statesman such as Cevdet Paşa by a
correspondent of the Oerıde-i <Askerıye being considered unacceptable.
The basiS for 'Abdürrawuan's enınity for Cevdet Paşa is not
clear from the text of the Ta<z~l$ö.t~ any suggestion will of ·necessity
be speculative. The impression left by the Tar'lifsiit is that its author
was a scholar of the old school, educated in a medrese, and completely immersed in the trıiviab arguments fostered by a system of
educati.on which could only accommodate itself to changing social
values by the introduction of yet a further gloss to the body of commentary on a text written several centuries before. This accords with
the fact that he was born and partly educated in Baghdad wliere,we
may presume, he r.eceived a: good grounding in the traditionalı sciences, and this may have aroused in him resentment against Cevdet,
wh om he may have perceived as undermining the status of the Arabic
language by translating the Arabic sciences into a Turkish context.
Although the official language of government had always been Turkish, the language of higher education was Arabic, this fact alone
offering an advantage to scholars in the Arab lands which partly
ma.de up for their disadvantage of living at a distançe from the
centre of the Empire, Istanbul. Cevdet Paşa's plans to replace the
medium of instruction with Turkish would have effectively removed
this advantage.
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Although the Ta'lıf$at required no refutation, the triviality
of the points rıaised in the work serving best to relegate it to the
diısty shelves of scholastic pedantry whence Cevdet Paşa w-as attempting to drag the Ottoman educational system, it did however attract two rebuttals. The first of these, entitled the FJaU-i Ta'lı/s,iit
was written by a student of the Mekteb-i FJu/pi/s,.~ who otherwise
remains anonymous. In a later work entitled the Redd-i Taf:ı.lll.~ the
ıdentity of the student is revealed as 'Ali Sedad Bey, Cevdet Paşa's
son. In the introduction, which is remarıkable for its freedom from
stylistic artifice norma.hly associated with the dJbiiCf3 to a work, he
accuses 'AbdüıTal),Inan of perpetrating many errors, some of which
he will attempt to coıTect, leaving the majorıity of them to someone
more competent than himseli in Turkish composition.
The format of the EJall-i Ta'lifr..iit is that of a review, 'Ali Sedad
ta.kes each offensive passage, quotes it in full, and then subjects
'AbdüıT~an's opinion to critica! analysis. The work is uncompromisingly hostile to the Ta'lilsat.~ no attempt being made to disguise
the author's animosity. In reacting to the trivial nature of the critique presented by the Ta'lifflit.~ 'Ali Sedad is led to replying in an
equally petty manner. It would, indeed, be too much to expect a student to rise above the mediocrity of his elders and to abandon the
time-honoured format of serial commentary on a text, in which
every opporıtunity for an attack on the author is relentlessly pursued to its logical end' and often beyond. it. Cevdet Paşa's son wo'uld
have done himself more credit had he merely ignored the Tatzi!siit,
allowing it to condemn itself. It may be assumed therefore that 'Ali
Se~ad's countet-attack sternmed not only from filial duty, but was
a response to a. body of opinion current at the time.

r

ı

The method of presentation of the EJaıl-i Ta'lll_siit is less !ike a
classical commentarıy than an undergraduate review, which in fact
is precisely what it is. More than half the work consists of quotation from the Ta'lı/git; 'Ali Sedad's contribution being purely eritiicaL This technique is effective in that it presents the arguments
of the Ta'lıl$at in toto, allowing the reader to appreciate their banaUty. The refutations, which in some cases consist of only a few
wor.ds, are often restricted to short contradictory sentences. When,
for example, the Ta'li!sfit criticises Cevdet ·Paşa's Turkish style, the
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lJaU merely observes that

«Ürasını Türkçe bilenlerden şormalı»
(p. 6). The effect of this type of brief response is to dismiss with
contempt the contribution of the Ta71/fiil;, as for example, when the
lJalZ offers the following appr.eciation of a beyt, considered the model
of elegance by 'Abdürrawnan: «İşte bu beyt Kürdceyi aiidınr» (p.
27). There is no doubt that this insu1t refers to 'Abdürra.l;ıman's ethnic origin; ina previous comment 'Ali Sedad questioned 'AbdürraJ:ı
man's competence to pronounce judgement on selaset thus: «Eıtar-ı
Oşmaruyeniii selasetini üdeba-yi 'Oşmaruye aiilar, yobsa Türkçe bilmez bir Kürd aiilayamaz» (p. 26). 'Ali Sedad will however argue
his case at some length when he feels it is necessary.

Prefixing the formula «E<ü?.ü bi-'llah mine 'ş-şeytani 'r-reczm»
to the 1Yismilliih, 'Ali Sedad begins his work with a studied insult,
and then proceeds to the text of the Tart"ıfsat, where he objects to the
suggestion that «milel-i mütemeddine» or «~'Vam-ı mütemeddine»
would have been preferable to Cevdet's «Tava'if-i mütemeddine».
'Ali Sedad maintains that a miUet (singular of «milel) is a social
group based on religion, and as every schoolchild knows from his
catechism (<ilm-i f:ıpl), nation and religion are one and the same.
The argument is not well developed, and far from clear. Our · ıaw
student seems to have erroneously presumed that «mütemeddine»
(radicals: M-D-N) is derived from «din» (radicals: D-Y-N), and
therefoı-e objects to the tautological expressian «milel-i mütemeddine». «Tava'ib, he believes, is a commonly used expression in Otto:.
man, and needs no gloss or explanation, indeed servile dependence ·on
etymological derivations cuUed from the Arabic lexicon can often
lead to errors (pp. 4-5). In other words he is implicitly adapting
the position that commonly used Ottoman words have their own validity, based on the usage of the people; to .ascribe to them significations based exclusively on tlıeir original form in the language
from which they have been borrowed will pro~uce nonsense: common
usage and the context will always be the surest guide. It is unfortunate that his lapse into grave error on a question of etymology
will ineVitably arouse in the reader the suspicion that 'Alı Sedad's
mistrust of the Arabic lexicon stems from his weakness in the
language rather than his concern for defending the authority of
Ottom:an usage. Following the gloss on «T~va'if Mütemeddine» in
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the «Ta7:i/fiit, he takes issue with the gram.matical analysis of the
construction: 'Ali Sedad read it as a terkıb-i vaşf'i ( !) rathel" than
as an itafetJ and in either case would have preferred «mütemeddine»
to have been written with a «tö'""', ıav'il» (sic!). It is clear that 'Ali
Sediid's views are unacceptable, not only according to the canons
of .A.rabic gram.mar, but even in the context of :Ottoman usage.
Many of the criticisms levelled against the Tarti.lfat aie on qriestions of Ottoman usage: when 'Abdürral;ı,man objects to the ıise of
«diyanet» in the phrase «diyanet-i İslamiye», presumably preferring
«din», 'Ali Sedad points out that the word, far from being unacceptable, is commonly used. and he encourages his readers to continue
using ~t (p. 6). Dealing with the word <dstatistilp>, 'Ali Sedad rejects the explanation ,offered in the Ta'Ulfiit on the grounds that. the
word had been used for several years and there was no longer any
need to explain its origins, Ottoman usage required the initial he:mze
to allow it to be more easily pronounced, its original form being
irrelevant in the light of popular acceptance in the Ottoman orthography.
However, 'Ali Sedad is -unable ·to divest himself of all the conventions of classical ·scholarship, and will occasionally have recourse to the authorities, as when he quotes a passage from the Muıavvel, restricting his own comment to: «Buraları görülmüş olSaydı,
böyle şübheye düşülmezdi» (p. 28). Far more significant is the way
in which he mercilessly exploites the fact that 'Abdürra.J;ı,man had
failed to recognise that a beyt quoted by Cevdet P.aşa was a translation from the Persian of the Meniif.ırü Jl-lnşii. He subsequently
cites the book as an authority, and expresses the opinion that it had
not been studied by the commentatoıı (p. 23).
Although tme ]J.all-i Tar'lıJsiit consists of little more than a series
of ill'-prepared argiıments, dwelling on trivia and motivated by . a
passionate desire to discredit a scholar of the old school, it can
nevertheless be presented as an inarticulate plea for. a fresh approach to the Ottomaı;ı. language. Our student author is · appealing
for the abandonment of the accepted principles governing the :writing of Ottoman, the time-honoured criteria fourided on the dida'ctic
classification of the Arabic linguistic sciences, which having been
brought to fruition through centuries of scholasticism a.nd subse-
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quently fossilised in a body uf knowledge, every bit as im.m.utable as
the holy scz:iptures, now held the Ottoman language in the vice of
pietist conservatism. Ottoman was for 'Ali Sedad, a dynamic living
language, fully entitled to borrow and adapt features from other
languages without the necessity of submitting to the constraints of
grammar and orthography ·or usage peculiar to the language of the
source. «İstatistil.c», he argues implicitly, is an Ottoman word borrowed from French and phonetically adapted to suit the Ottoman speakerı, the original orthography and pronunciation being irrelevant
to all but the pedant.
The Tartı/söt attracted a second commentary, the Temyız--i TartiJpjit by el-I.Iacc İbrahün. (d:1891), -an Arabic scholar who had studied
in the I.Iicaz and subsequently moved to Istanbul where he opened
the Diirü ~t-Tarırm, a private school which aimed at providing an
education in the Arabic language and literature in five years 28• The
Temyız, ·representing the first of his contributions ·to the study of
the classical languages, was followed by a commentary on the Beliigat..ti ~oş:mij.niye (1301/1883); and two translations of Arabic
work on grammar, NaJ.ıv Tercemesi and the Şwrf Tercemesi (both
1304/1886); and a work on literature the Edebiyat-ı (O~nıye
(1305/ 1887).
El-I:Iacc İbr.ahlm professes to having been shocked by the manner
and seveı:ity of the criticism offered in the Tarti[sat. It is, he maintains, conventio'nal for commentators and super-commentators to
prese~t critici?;m in an acceptabte form, the purpose of their work
peing a sineere desire to establish the truth of the matter ( J:ırı!f."i]f.at-i
f:ı~). As the author of the· Tarzrlsiit p.ad overstepped the· bounds of
propriety, El-I.Iacc İbrahim felt it incumbent upon himself to correct
s 0me of the errors in the work. It is interesting to note that the
ninction of commenta.rıy is perceived as that of «establishing the
trutlı» Uıafr."i]f.at-i J:ıö.l meydiina çı/f,mafs) and not of understanding, interpreting, o~ preS'enting it to th~ student.
The Tewyiz-i Tartilfat defends Cevdet Paşa's contribution to the
study of be'liigat against the unwarranted atacks of 'Abdürr~an.
. 28 'Osmanlı Mü'elli[leri, I, 287;
tanbul, 1.941.), 77'7-781.

b. Ergin,

Tilrkiye Maarif Tarihi,
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However. np matter how much he may pretend ·to be shocked by
the hostile tone adopted by the TaCZZJsat~ his own work is not free
from the petty insults and gibes whjch characterise both the TaCZi{fat and the lfalı, and the standard of scholarship evinced in it
is not worthy of a schoolteacher. A;:; we cannot reasonably accept
that the principa~ motivation for this critique was a sineere desire
to further the cause of the study of Turkish rhetoric, we are justified
in presuming that El-I;Iacc İbrahim is intent on discrediting 'Abdürr-al;ıman, either for reasons of personal enmity or in the hope that
by doing so he may attract the favourable opinion of the great statesman who was author of the Beliiğat-i ~o~ıye.
In form, the · Temyız-i Ta7i_/fiit resembles very much the lfaTl-i
TaCZi/fiit~ and what is more curious, is the fact that many of th.e ideas,
arguments -and choice of word and phrase suggests that one of these
works ds dependent on the other. The criticism levelled at the
Ta'lifr,ö.t in, many of the passages are ba.Sed on the same criteria in
each of the works, and what is more damning, both works fall into
similar .errors, as when the Temyiz objects to the tautologicalı expression, «milel'-i mütemeddine», based on the paradigm that milıet
and din are one, and the mistaken presumption that «mütemeddine»
is derived from the root of «din.». Internal evidence would tend· to
suggest that the Temyiz plagiarised the ljall, of which it is about
half the size, and argues only a third of the issues raised in the latter
work; of these only five quotations from the TaCZZJsat are not to be
found in tthe ljaU. Apa.ı:ıt from the textual evidence, there are very
good reasons for postulating that the l;lall appeared prior to the
publication of the Temyız. When 'AbdürraJ;ıman wrote his rebuttal
to these two books, he divided it into two sections, the firşt of which
dealt with the l;loJ,l~ and the second with the Temyız. One of 'Ali
Sedad's subsequent critica! reviews of ·the Ta'lilyiit is entitled the
!km.al-i Temyiz~ which is devoted to the part of the TaCZ~/fiit which
the Teınyiz omitted.to deal with, its very title suggesting that it was
intended to supplement the Temyiz~ which must, therefore, have
appeared prior to it, but presumably after the JJall.

j

The author of the Temyiz is guilty not only of too literal a dependeJ?.Ce on the lfaU~ but also .of misrepresenting "!:he-work he is
reviewing. On one occasion he totally distorts 'Abdürra~an's ex1
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planation, and then proceeds to attack it, not forgetting to aad to it
a calculated insult. The Ta/7ı~t analyses «Tava'if-i Mütemeddine»
thus:
eBu ~dirce 'Tava'if'iii 'mütemeddine' laf:?ma
iiliesi şıfatiii mevşüfa izafesi ~abilinden
olub, şıfat müfred ve mevşüf cem' olma~
P..a sebi-yle şıfat ve mevşüfuii 'adem-i mutaba.J:cası
gibi bir ~a'idesizlik. batıra geij.rse de her
bir cem', cema'at i'tiban-yle hem müfred ve
hem de mü'enneş oldugundan mu!iiba$,at ~aşıl
olmuş olur.» (p. 5)
The

Temyız)

however, argues:

«Sıfat

ve mevşüf cem' olma!f., !J.,a sebi-yle şıfat
ve mevşüf 'adem--i mutabıkası gibi bir
~itidesizlik biitım geliyor) demesi da.bi
ya.]pş~ almıyor,

çünki bundan evvel şaJ;ı.ib-i
!avii'ife şıfat ve mütemeddineye
mevşUf demiş idi. Burada ise şıfat müfred
ve mevşüf cem'dir diyor ki bundan !avii'ifiii
müfred ve mütemeddineniii cem' olması lazim
geliyor. Subl;ı,ana'llah, bu ne J.cadar galat ve
ne ~adar gafletdir.» (p. 5)
Ta'~iit

The Ta!J..l tt-i lja7l) by 'AbdürraJ;u:niin Şüreyyii, appeared soon after
the publication of the Temyız-i Ta'llfsiit) and was intended as a refutation of the attacks ıiıade on the 'l't.ı'lllsiit) by both the Qali and
the Temyız) and is accordingly divided into two sections. The first
of these is no more than a concentrated 'counter-attack on the Qall)
from which eighty-three passages are quoted and refuted; 'Abdürra.J:ıpıan concentrates on the task of parrying each of 'Ali Sedad's
criticisms, allowing himself no digressions. The triviality of the
arguments render the work virtually unreaoable to all but the partisans of the debate. The second seetion of the TaJ:ıp.l is devoted to
answerıing the criticism presented in the Temyız) most of whicli are
exactly·the same as those of the Qall) and not surprisingLy he goes
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, over much of the same material covered in the first section. 'Abdüi'ral;ıman does, however, restrict himseli to answering only fifteen
of the criticisms levelled against the Ta<ıif%tJ and allows himseli
more space in which to argue his points. This second seetion is in
essence as trivial in argument as the first, but by confining the
debate to a limited number of topics, it is rendered far more readable
than the former, which hardly has th~ dignity of a literary debate.
In order to counter 'AbdürraJ;ıman's Tal;ı_,"til-i IJallJ 'Ali Sedad
joined with two of his fellow students from the Mekteb-i IJu/f;ülf.J
Mal;ımüd Es'ad and Melpned Fa'~, in the authorship of a work entitled the ReddA Tal}.ul, which is unredeemed by any intrinsic merit,
reducing the arguments to absurdity. Whereas the Ta/:ıli.l presents
the material in the form of a script with three dramatis personaeJ
the Ta<ılf5iitJ the IJall and the cevabJ the Redd-i ·Ta.IJ.lil adds yet anather, so that in same of the eighty-two individual topics of debate
the dialogue is developed through the texts of the Ta<ıilf_iitJ the lf.allJ
the TaJ:i!:il and the Redd. Many of the points are not argued but are
merely repetitions of prevdously-stated positions, an economy of
language, even to the point of incomprehensibility, being ·t:he keynote
in this work. The following dialogue (p. 19), although the briefest
and therefore an extreme example, can with some justification be
considered indicative of the tenor of the whole work:

·

Hall

İkisi muiaf ileyhifi

Tahlıl

Bu da

Redd

Niçin?

ilb [ila auirl-hi]

yaiilışdır.

Not satisfied with having the last word in this debate, Mal;ımüd
Es'ad and 'Ali Sedad each prepared a further word which WB.$ intended to supplement the Temylz4 Ta~. The first of these, the
!tmam-ı Temyız by MaJ;ı,müd Es'ad, is devoted to a discussion of
three epistomological questıions raised in the Belligat-i ~oş:manl.ye
and subjected to criticism in the Ta~ıl$iit. The lkmiilri TemyızJ by
'Ali Sedad, was publişhed five days after the ltmamJ and is in both
appearance and content verıy similar to it. In the lkmiil we find w~
tern sources cited for the first mme in the course of this ·debate...'Ali
Sedad introdues Descartes' epistomological argument, summed up in1
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the syllogism, «cogito ergo sum», by way of a fresh approach to the
classical presenta.tion (pp. 5-8). The rıest of the book is devoted
to discussing issu~ raised by four passages in the Ta'l:ilsö.t. This
essay concludes with the advice that the reader should refer to the
European sciences in order to understand the relationship between
rhetoric and logic (p. 24) .
The last contribution to the debate, the Na{.ire-i Ta'1l]f:iit~ is
ostensibly the wor~ of 'Abdürra1;ım.an Şüreyya. However the sarcastic tone of the work- it is in fact a parody of the pedantic style
which characterised some of these polemics - casts doubt on the
authorship of this· lithograph. As a contribution to the discussion of
the merits of the Belağat-i cOş:miiniye, it is worthless, serving only
to illustrate the bitterness that could be engendered by a debate
such as this211•
The importance of thls polemic lies not in its content, but rather as an illustration of the primitive level to which literary criticism had sunk in the early period of 'Abdü1l;ı.am.id's reign. The
scholarship evinced is at best trivial; but worse, it is faulty, truth
and accuracy having fallen victim to vituperation. · Although the
style and format is that of the classical gloss, these works were
mere parodies of comnientaries, the real function of which is to view
a body of received knowledge, in the light of new experience and
perspective. These works, with the sole exception of th İkmiil-i Temyız, make no attempt to introduce ıiew ideas from the West, thus
reta.ining the faults of the classical mode of presentation without
the redeeming feature of some new idea worth com.mı.ınicating. If
this controversy mirrors the intellectual ambiance in which the
Belfiğat-i co~ye was written, - and. there is no reason to assume
that it did not - then we can only lik Cevdet Pa.şa's contributiQn
to that of the sower easting hls seed on stony ground.

en

It would seem that for many of the «cüdebii»~ the sole eriterian
for critical appraisal was whether the statem.ent was true or not.
29 This worıc was deseribed by a contemporary tlıus : <ı.Heybat, bunlar
previous works in the controversy] -lca.fi degilıni§ de bir ba§ı:-a eglence daha
Hizrm imiş. O da efi şoiira kimiii ıarafından neşr oltinduğu bilinmiyeri tezyü-namedir ki: ser-a-pa eglenceden 'ibaret olub mul)teviyatından bir netice-i edebıye
çıkarılamaz.~ (cazlı:n, Be1öğat [Istanbul, 1304/1886), p. 10).
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Furthermore a parıtial truth or proximity towards it, seems as
unsatisfactory to the commentator as complete falsehood, nothing
less than the complete and absolute truth willı do. At no point in
the debate, is the question raıi.sed as to whether the Belligat-i (Oş
manıye is successful in its goal of providing a suitable text-book
for students. This fault is common to much of classical Arabic
scholarship, the same criteria of cr!itioism being employed for all
written works, whether they be addressed to the schoolboy, th~
student or the scholar. Even the defenders of the work fail to make
the point that the Belligat-i tO~tııye succeeds in its goal of providing law students with a text-book for the study of the Ottoman
language, and as such, filled a serious gap in the new syllabus.
They, too, are totally corrımd.tted to the quest for the absolute truth
of the statement rather than the utility of the work. Nowhere do
these literary critics attempt to balance the deficiencies of the work
against its merits.
The introductions to some of these works which have been
discussed allow us to form some idea of the society for which the
Belligat-i (O~nıye was written. The social life of much of the
intellige~tsia of Istanbul consisted of literary .soirees where students and teachers discussed the latest works and ideas=o. Cevdet
Paşa's work must certainly have circulated in these gatherings and
would naturally have provoked cliscussion. Whereas we might have
expected a negative reaction to an essentially conse~ative w~rk to
have come from the modernists with their insatiable app~ti~~ for
western ideas, the opposite was the case: 'Abdürral;ıman's objections
emanated from his anxiety to preserve the authority of Arabic grammatical principles in the Ottoman language. His opponents, on the
other hand, merely took the moderate viewpoint th~.t the Ottoman
language had its own integrity, and was free to develop without the
constraints imposed by adlıerence to a system of grammatical rules
alien to Turkish morphology and syntax.
Cevdet Paşa's contributions to Ottoman grammar and rhetoric
pad the effect of endowing the language with an autonomy it had
30 See the introductions to the Ta'lif>iit, •the ija!Z and the Temyiz, where
the ·authors explain that the idea of wrlting their works came about in the course
of literary soir~es.
•
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previously lacked. Ottoman had hither:to developed as a body ·of
conventions, unı·esticted by a universally accepted theory of style.
It was a language divorced from scholarship, being the property
of the governıing class; scholars discussed literary -theory only .in
respect of Arabic. By introducing the study of Ottoman language
and rhetoric into the educational system, Cevdet Paşa had l;>roken
the monopoly which Arabic had held in the field of literary theory.
It is only in the light of this controversy that we can apprecia:te
the value of the Beliigat~i ro~ıanıye. It ıi.nitiated a debate, in which
Cevdet Paşa was implicitly proposing that the Ottoı;nan language
was a viable medium of communication, and passessed all the attributes of a language, a morphology, a syntax and a rhetorıic, characteristics which many Islamic scholors conceived of as being pecu- ·
liar to Arabic. Opposing the proposition, lay a body of opinion which
believed that the criteria for determining correct Ottoman were
to be found in the classical theory of the Arabic linguistic sciences.
One cannot divorce this debate from its histarical background:
in 1881 'Abdüll;ıamid had barely consolidated his basis of support
in the state, most of the Balkan territories had been lost, and the
Arab viliiyets had acquired an importance within the Empire previously denied them. As the parliament of 1876 had been prorogued,
there was no forum in which the Arab intelligentsia ·could voice
their claim to a greaterı share in ·t he directian of state ·policy.· It may
be argued that one way in which Arab scholars could exert their
influence in the cultural reorientation of the Empire was by demanding that the Ottoman language. adlıere ıhore closely to the
rules of A.rıabic grammar, ra;ther than merely_pay tip-service to some
of the conventions of the language from which it had so freely
borrowed its vocabulary.
It is significant that 'Abdürra:J.ıman Şürey:,ra had been educated
in an Arab province, his prestige as a scholar undoubtedly depen-

ding to some e:xtent on his skili in Arabic, an advantage 'w hich he
would natumlly wish to guard jealously. It is unfortunate that his
education conditioned him to argue his case at its most tııivial level.
While one might have wished that tlıe other participants had raised
the toı:ie of tlıe debate, it should be remembered that they too were
probably products of the same educational system. In this respect
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the debate is of crucial significance to the study of Ottoman rhetorıc:
it illustrates most vividly the intellectual ambiance in which ,both
the Beliiğat-i ~orrnanıye and the Ta?.ım-i Edebiyat were written.
The appallingly low standard of critical awareness current in this
period gives to these works a preeminence which intrinsically they
do not merit.
It is ironic that an essentially conservative work such as the
Beliiğat-i (Oş:miiruye was able to arouse an impassd.oned debate on
language in a way that neither the M ebiini Jl-İnşiiJ the Ta~lım-i Edebiyat nor N~ Kemal's «Millal}.azat» had doneııı. These latter works
were influential, but their revolutionary nature deprived them of a
wider :read.ership, the concepts discussed therein being so unfamiliar
to contemporary society that the reaction to them remained one ·of
cautious silence. Western criteria of literary criticisrri.- .indeed the
very concept of «a literature» - was alien to most Ottomans with
a traditional education. Cevdet's book elicits a response precisely
because al!l. the concepts are famd.liar, it discusses not «literature»
but language, a field of study with which the Islamic sciences could
cope adequately. By offering a new handbook of rhetoric to his students, Cevdet .Paşa. provoked a reaction which focused the students'
attention on language. Some of ·'AU Sedad's observations could we.ll
have been in response to Kemal's plea for a new and more pragmatic
appr-oach to Ottoman language, but they were not: rather they evolved naturally as replies to 'Abdürra.l)man's pedantic criticisms. Cevdet Paşa had, in other words unwittingly intı:oduced the Turkish
J~guage into the arguments and debates which had previously characterised the discussion of Arabic within the medreses_, and it was
now able to benefit from the highly developed theory of language,
up to then applied only to Arabic.

31 See C. Ferrand «The Deveiopm'e nt of an Ottoman Rhetoric up to 1882»,
IV, 23-27.
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